Supplement to the Institutional User Agreement for the ARTFL Database

The University of Chicago enters into this additional agreement with ________________ (the subscribing institution) as of ________________.

Subscribing institutions have the option of becoming Sustaining Subscribers to ARTFL. For an additional contribution of 200% of 2007 subscription rates, a Sustaining Subscriber will

1) Contribute to setting ARTFL database priorities in regards to new projects and improvements to existing projects. The process is coordinated through the Collaborative Initiative of French and North American Libraries (CIFNAL). Opportunities to contribute to decisions will be given at least every six months.

2) Receive the text files created under this agreement once digitization is completed. The texts will be incorporated into ARTFL projects, accessible only to subscribers. There will be at least a two-year delay before any text files created under this agreement enter the public domain.

Signed by the responsible institutional subscriber

__________________________
__________________________ (date)